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ABSTRACT. Originally introduced and studied by the third and fourth authors
together with J. Justin and S. Widmer (2008),rich wordsconstitute a new class
of finite and infinite words characterized by containing the maximal number
of distinct palindromes. Several characterizations of rich words have already
been established. A particularly nice characteristic property is that all ‘com-
plete returns’ to palindromes are palindromes. In this note, we prove that rich
words are also characterized by the property that each factor is uniquely deter-
mined by its longest palindromic prefix and its longest palindromic suffix.

1. INTRODUCTION

In [2], X. Droubay, J. Justin, and G. Pirillo proved that any finite wordw of
length |w| contains at most|w| + 1 distinct palindromes (including the empty
word). Inspired by this result, the third and fourth authorstogether with J. Justin
and S. Widmer recently initiated a unified study of finite and infinite words that
are characterized by containing the maximal number of distinct palindromes
(see [4]). Such words are calledrich words in view of their ‘palindromic rich-
ness’. More precisely, a finite wordw is rich if and only if it has exactly|w|+ 1

distinct palindromic factors. For example,abac is rich, whereasabca is not. An
infinite word isrich if all of its factors are rich.

Rich words have appeared in many different contexts; they include epistur-
mian words, complementation-symmetric Rote sequences, symbolic codings of
trajectories of symmetric interval exchange transformations, and a certain class
of words associated withβ-expansions whereβ is a simple Parry number. An-
other special class of rich words consists of S. Fischler’s sequences with “abun-
dant palindromic prefixes”, which were introduced and studied in [3] in rela-
tion to Diophantine approximation. Some other simple examples of rich words
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include: non-recurrent infinite words likeabbbb · · · andabaabaaabaaaab · · · ;
the periodic infinite words:(aabkaabab)(aabkaabab) · · · , with k ≥ 0; the non-
ultimately periodic recurrent infinite wordψ(f) wheref = abaababaaba · · · is
theFibonacci wordandψ is the morphism:a 7→ aabkaabab, b 7→ bab; and the
recurrent, but not uniformly recurrent, infinite word generated by the morphism:
a 7→ aba, b 7→ bb. See [4] for further examples and references.

Let u be a non-empty factor of a finite or infinite wordw. We say thatu is
unioccurrentin w if u has exactly one occurrence inw. Otherwise, ifu has
more than one occurrence inw, then there exists a factorr of w having exactly
two distinct occurrences ofu, one as a prefix and one as a suffix. Such a factor
r is called acomplete returnto u in w. For example,aabcbaa is a complete
return toaa in the rich word:aabcbaaba. In [4], it was shown that rich words
are characterized by the property that all complete returnsto palindromes are
palindromes.

The following proposition collects together all of the characteristic properties
of rich words that were previously established in [2] and [4].

Proposition 1. For any finite or infinite wordw, the following conditions are
equivalent:

i) w is rich;
ii) every factoru ofw contains exactly|u| + 1 distinct palindromes;
iii) for each factoru ofw, every prefix (resp. suffix) ofu has a unioccurrent

palindromic suffix (resp. prefix);
iv) every prefix ofw has a unioccurrent palindromic suffix;
v) for each palindromic factorp of w, every complete return top in w is a

palindrome.

Remark2. The equivalences: i)⇔ ii), i) ⇔ iii), and i) ⇔ iv) were proved in [2].

Explicit characterizations of periodic rich infinite wordsand recurrentbal-
ancedrich infinite words have also been established in [4]. More recently, we
proved the following connection between palindromic richness and complexity.

Proposition 3. [1] For any infinite wordw whose set of factors is closed under
reversal, the following conditions are equivalent:

• all complete returns to palindromes are palindromes;
• P(n) + P(n + 1) = C(n+ 1) − C(n) + 2 for all n ∈ N,

whereP (resp.C) denotes thepalindromic complexity(resp.factor complexity)
function ofw, which counts the number of distinct palindromic factors (resp. fac-
tors) of each length inw.
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From the perspective of richness, the above proposition canbe viewed as a
characterization ofrecurrent rich infinite words since any rich infinite word is
recurrent if and only if its set of factors is closed under reversal (see [4]). Inter-
estingly, the proof of Proposition 3 relied upon another characterization of rich
words, stated below.

Proposition 4. [1] A finite or infinite wordw is rich if and only if, for each factor
v ofw, every factor ofw beginning withv and ending with̃v and containing no
other occurrences ofv or ṽ is a palindrome.

In this note, we establish yet another interesting characteristic property of rich
words. Our main results are the following two theorems.

Theorem 5. For any finite or infinite wordw, the following conditions are equiv-
alent:

(A) w is rich;
(B) each non-palindromic factoru of w is uniquely determined by a pair

(p, q) of distinct palindromes such thatp and q are not factors of each
other andp (resp.q) is the longest palindromic prefix (resp. suffix) ofu.

Theorem 6. A finite or infinite wordw is rich if and only if each factor ofw is
uniquely determined by its longest palindromic prefix and its longest palindromic
suffix.

2. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION

Given a finite wordw = x1x2 · · ·xm (where eachxi is a letter), thelength
of w, denoted by|w|, is equal tom. We denote byw̃ the reversalof w, given
by w̃ = xm · · ·x2x1 (the “mirror image” ofw). If w = w̃, thenw is called a
palindrome. By convention, theempty wordε is assumed to be a palindrome.

A finite word z is a factor of a finite or infinite wordw if w = uzv for
some wordsu, v. In the special caseu = ε (resp.v = ε), we call z a prefix
(resp.suffix) of w. If u 6= ε andv 6= ε, then we say thatz is an interior factor
of w = uzv. A proper factor(resp.proper prefix, proper suffix) of a wordw is a
factor (resp. prefix, suffix) ofw that is shorter thanw.

3. PROOF OFTHEOREM 5

The following two lemmas establish that (A) implies (B).
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Lemma 7. Supposew is a finite or infinite rich word and letu be any non-
palindromic factor ofw with longest palindromic prefixp and longest palin-
dromic suffixq. Thenp 6= q, andp andq are not factors of each other.

Proof. By Proposition 1,p andq are unioccurrent factors ofu. Thus, sinceu is
not a palindrome (and hence|u| > max{|p|, |q|}), it follows immediately that
p 6= q, andp andq are not factors of each other. �

Lemma 8. Supposew is a finite or infinite rich word. Ifu andv are factors of
w with the same longest palindromic prefixp and the same longest palindromic
suffixq, thenu = v.

Proof. We first observe that ifu or v is a palindrome, thenu = p = q = v. So
let us now assume that neitheru norv is a palindrome.

Suppose to the contrary thatu 6= v. Thenu andv are clearly not factors of
each other since neitheru nor v is equal top or q, andp andq are unioccurrent
in each ofu andv (by Proposition 1). Letz be a factor ofw of minimal length
containing bothu and v. As u and v are not factors of each other, we may
assume without loss of generality thatz begins withu and ends withv. Thenz
containsat leasttwo distinct occurrences ofp (as a prefix of each ofu andv).
In particular,z begins with a complete returnr1 to p with |r1| > |u| becausep is
unioccurrent inu by Proposition 1. Moreover,r1 is a palindrome by the richness
of w, and hencer1 ends withũ sinceu is a proper prefix ofr1. Similarly,z ends
with a complete returnr2 to q with |r2| > |v| sinceq is unioccurrent inv by
Proposition 1. Hence, sincer2 is a palindrome (by the richness ofw) andv is
a proper prefix ofr2, it follows thatr2 begins withṽ. So we have shown that̃u
andṽ are (distinct) interior factors ofz.

Let us first suppose that an occurrence ofṽ is followed by an occurrence of
ũ in z (i.e., z has an interior factor beginning with̃v and ending with̃u). Then,
sinceq is a unioccurrent prefix of each of the (distinct) factorsṽ and ũ, we
deduce thatz contains (as an interior factor) a complete returnr3 to q beginning
with ṽ. In particular, asr3 is a palindrome (by richness),r3 ends withv. Thus,
z has a proper prefix beginning withu and ending withv, contradicting the
minimality of z. On the other hand, ifz has an interior factor beginning with̃u
and ending with̃v, then using the same reasoning as above, we deduce thatz has
a proper suffix beginning withu and ending withv. But again, this contradicts
the minimality ofz; whenceu = v. �
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The proof of “(A)⇒ (B)” is now complete. The next lemma proves that (B)
implies (A).

Lemma 9. Supposew is a finite or infinite word with the property that each
non-palindromic factoru ofw is uniquely determined by a pair(p, q) of distinct
palindromes such thatp andq are not factors of each other andp (resp.q) is the
longest palindromic prefix (resp. suffix) ofu. Thenw is rich.

Proof. To prove thatw is rich, it suffices to show that each prefix ofw has a
unioccurrent palindromic suffix (see Proposition 1).

Let u be any prefix ofw and letq be the longest palindromic suffix ofu. We
first observe that ifu is a palindrome thenu = q, and henceq is unioccurrent
in u. Now let us suppose thatu is not a palindrome and letp be the longest
palindromic prefix ofu. If q is not unioccurrent inu, then, asp andq are not
factors of each other (by the given property ofw), we deduce thatu has aproper
factor v beginning withp and ending withq and not containingp or q as an
interior factor. Moreover, we observe thatp is the longest palindromic prefix of
v; otherwisepwould occur in the interior ofv (as a suffix of a longer palindromic
prefix of v). Similarly, we deduce thatq is the longest palindromic suffix ofv.
Sov has the same longest palindromic prefix and the same longest palindromic
suffix asu, a contradiction. Whenceq is unioccurrent inu. This completes the
proof of the lemma. �

Note.Likewise, in the case whenw is finite, one can easily show that each suffix
of w has a unioccurrent palindromic prefix; whencew is rich by Proposition 1.

4. PROOF OFTHEOREM 6

Lemma 8 proves that each factor of a rich word is uniquely determined by its
longest palindromic prefix and its longest palindromic suffix.

Conversely, supposew is a finite or infinite word with the property that each
factor of w is uniquely determined by its longest palindromic prefix andits
longest palindromic suffix. To prove thatw is rich, we could use very simi-
lar reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 9. But for the sake of interest, we give
a slightly different proof. Specifically, we show that all complete returns to any
palindromic factor ofw are palindromes; whencew is rich by Proposition 1.

Let p be any palindromic factor ofw and let us suppose to the contrary that
w contains a non-palindromic complete returnr to p. Thenr 6= pp and the two
occurrences ofp in r cannot overlap. Otherwiser = pz−1p for some wordz such
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thatp = zf = gz = z̃g̃ = p̃; whencez = z̃ andr = gz̃g̃ = gzg̃, a palindrome.
Sor = pvp for some non-palindromic wordv. We easily see thatp is both the
longest palindromic prefix and the longest palindromic suffix of r; otherwisep
would occur in the interior ofr as a suffix of a longer palindromic prefix ofr,
or as a prefix of a longer palindromic suffix ofr. As r 6= p, we have reached
a contradiction to the fact thatp is theonly factor ofw having itself as both its
longest palindromic prefix and its longest palindromic suffix. Thus, all complete
returns top in w are palindromes. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.�
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